TOPICS
Challenge participants are invited to submit papers to describe their systems and results. We additionally welcome regular papers related (but not limited) to the following topics:

- voice anti-spoofing and presentation attack detection
- speaker recognition, identification, and verification
- generation and detection of text-to-speech, voice conversion and speech deepfakes

PAPER SUBMISSION
While the usual requirements regarding novelty are more relaxed for challenge system papers, reviewing criteria are independent to challenge results and ranking. For the regular papers, the usual criteria apply. All papers will be peer-reviewed by scientific committee members (see the workshop website).

WORKSHOP
The ASVspoof 2021 Workshop is an official Interspeech 2021 satellite event which takes place online on September 16, 2021. Participation will be free of charge and open to anyone, not limited to challenge participants. Submitted papers will be subject to blind peer review. Accepted papers will be published in the ISCA online archive, with a DOI assigned to each accepted paper.

IMPORTANT DATES
Paper submission opens: June 16
Paper submission deadline: July 16
Acceptance notification: August 16
Camera ready papers: August 23
Online workshop: September 16

ORGANIZERS
Héctor Delgado: Nuance Communications Inc., Spain
Nicholas Evans: EURECOM, France
Tomi Kinnunen: University of Eastern Finland, Finland
Kong Aik Lee: Institute for Infocomm Research, Singapore
Xuechen Liu: University of Eastern Finland, Finland
Andreas Nautsch: EURECOM, France
Jose Patino: EURECOM, France
Md Sahidullah: Inria, France
Massimiliano Todisco: EURECOM, France
Xin Wang: National Institute of Informatics, Japan
Junichi Yamagishi: National Institute of Informatics, Japan